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The generalized hybrid orbital (GHO) method is implemented at the second-order approximate

coupled cluster singles and doubles (CC2) level for quantum mechanical (QM)/molecular

mechanical (MM) electronic excited state calculations. The linear response function of CC2 in the

GHO scheme is derived and implemented. The new implementation is applied to the first singlet

excited states of three aromatic amino acids, phenylalanine, tyrosine, and tryptophan, and also

bacteriorhodopsin for assessment. The results obtained for aromatic amino acids agreed well with

the full QM CC2 calculations, while the calculated excitation energies of bacteriorhodopsin and

its chromophore, all-trans retinal, reproduced the environmental shift of the experimental data.

For the bacteriorhodopsin case, the environmental shift of GHO also showed good agreements

with the experimental data. The contribution of the quantum effect of certain moieties in the

excited states is elucidated by changing the partitioning of QM and MM regions.

1. Introduction

Combined quantum mechanical and molecular mechanical

(QM/MM)1 methods have been successful in tackling electro-

nic structure calculations in large-scale systems. Particularly in

the past decade, QM/MM methods have been applied to

various problems, such as chemical reactions in enzymes or

solvent environments.2,3 In QM/MM methods, the calculated

molecular system is divided into at least two different subsystems:

a subsystem where the quantum effect must be included is

treated by QM methods, and the other is treated by MM

methods to include environmental effects. If the molecular

system consists only of small molecules, partitioning into

QM and MM regions will be straightforward; the QM and

MM regions can be separated between molecules. However,

applying QM/MM methods to enzymes, the boundary

between QM and MM regions will be within the molecule, i.e.,

the boundary of the QM and MM regions will be an atom

or a covalent bond. Many studies have been published on this

topic.4–6

The scheme most widely used to partition QM and MM

regions is the ‘‘link atom’’ approach.7–15 This method partitions

the QM and MM regions between covalent bonds. Extra

atoms are added to the dangling atoms of the QM system to

saturate the valencies. The conventional link atom scheme,

which adds a hydrogen atom to the QM system, has two

drawbacks. First, the interaction between these link atoms and

atoms in the MM region is not physical. Second, the electro-

negativity of hydrogen atoms is different from the covalently

bonded atoms before partitioning. To overcome the first

problem, the scaled-position link atom method has been

proposed to transfer forces on link atoms to other ‘‘physical’’

atoms.16 Zhang et al. added a fluorine-like atom using the

pseudobond scheme,17–19 Antes and Thiel added an atom with

a modified basis set so that the link atom behaves as a methyl

group,20 and DiLabio et al. employed conventional effective

core potentials to the boundary atom21 to reduce errors caused

by the second problem.

The other well-known partitioning schemes, the local

self-consistent field (LSCF) method22–25 developed by Philipp

and Friesner26,27 and the generalized hybrid orbital method

(GHO),28–31 set the boundaries between QM and MM regions

on atoms by constructing frozen hybrid orbitals. In other

words, the partitioning is done between hybrid orbitals. The

LSCF method developed by Rivail et al. saturates the valency

of the QM boundary atom by utilizing strictly localized

orbitals with a predetermined density obtained from calcula-

tions on a smaller model system. In the LSCF method, the

boundary atom is a QM atom with a frozen density for the

hybrid orbital pointing toward the MM fragment. Philipp and

Friesner employed Boys-localized orbitals obtained from

model molecules in place of bonds. In the GHO method,
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which was initially developed by Gao et al., the boundary

atom is treated as both a QM and a MM atom. The hybridi-

zation coefficients of the hybrid orbitals on the boundary

atom in the GHO method are determined by the molecular

geometry. Thus, the GHO method does not require a

model system, which is necessary in the method using

localized orbitals. Moreover, the charge density of the hybrid

orbital that is bonded to the QM region is optimized

self-consistently with all other atomic orbitals in the SCF

calculation.

Recently, Jung et al.32 have modified the GHO scheme for

the ab initio Hartree–Fock calculations introduced by Pu

et al.30 Two new techniques have been implemented. The

first is the determination of the occupation number linked to

the boundary atom. This technique takes into account

inhomogeneity in the occupation numbers of the hybrid

orbitals of the boundary atoms from different types of MM

atoms in such a way that the formal charge condition is

fulfilled. This allows the scheme to include the effect of

introducing different atoms next to the boundary atom, while

the previous scheme sets the occupation to be homogeneous

regardless of the atom species. The second technique is a

rigorous orthogonalization procedure of auxiliary orbitals

for more than two boundary atoms. This technique widens

the applicability of this scheme. Furthermore, Jung et al.

improved the transformation matrix for constructing the

hybrid orbitals33 and also formulated and implemented MP2

gradients for GHO.34 For the GHO scheme, implementation

has only been achieved for the electronic ground state. To the

best of our knowledge, the GHO scheme has not been applied

to electronic excited states. Treatment of the polarization

effect is essential to treat the excited states. Thus, the seamless

electrostatic interaction of the GHO scheme that results from

the introduction of the hybrid orbitals is expected to be able to

treat the excited states.

In this article, we present the implementation and application

of the GHO scheme at the second-order approximate coupled

cluster singles and doubles (CC2) and CC2 response35–38 level

of theory to treat electronic excited states of biomolecules.

Here, all single excitations are included, but double

excitations are treated in an approximate way. This lowers

the computational cost because the CC2 model scales as N5,

whereas the coupled cluster with singles and doubles (CCSD)

model scales as N6, where N is the number of basis functions.

This reduction of computational cost in CC2 allows us to

compute larger systems than CCSD. The QM/MM model has

already been implemented at this level39,40 to obtain energies,41

electric dipoles,42 and quadrupole moments,43 together with

linear and higher order response properties;44,45 however, the

applications have been limited to molecules in solvents.46–49

Studies of excited states of biomolecules using EOM-CCSD,

such as the work of Valiev and Kowalski,50 have been

published as well.

This article is organized as follows. In the next section, we

describe the QM/MM scheme, along with the computational

details. We report the calculation results and analysis of

the excited state calculation of aromatic amino acids and

bacteriorhodopsin (bR) in Sections 3 and 4, respectively, and

then conclude the article.

2. Method

In the GHO method, a set of hybridized orbitals

{ZB, j3(B�1)+1, j3(B�1)+2, j3(B�1)+3} is constructed from the

s- and p-valence orbitals at the boundary atom B (see Fig. 1),

where ZB denotes the active hybrid orbital, and the other three

are the auxiliary orbitals. The transformation matrix tB relates

the hybrid orbitals with the atomic orbitals according to

eqn (1).

ZB
j3ðB�1Þþ1
j3ðB�1Þþ2
j3ðB�1Þþ3

0
BB@

1
CCA ¼ tTB

sB
pBx
pBy
pBz

0
BB@

1
CCA ð1Þ

For details of the transformation matrix, refer to ref. 33. The

GHO Hamiltonian (eqn (2)) is expressed as the sum of

Hamiltonians for the QM region and QM–MM interactions.

ĤGHO = ĤQM + ĤQM–MM (2)

The QM–MM interaction,

ĤQM�MM ¼
X
pq

ðhðEEÞpq þ hðauxÞpq ÞÊpq; ð3Þ

consists of the electrostatic embedding term of MM partial

charges,

hðEEÞpq ¼ �
XNMM

a¼1
qahpj

1

jr� raj
jqi; ð4Þ

and the contribution from auxiliary orbitals (aux),

hðauxÞpq ¼ 1

2

X
rs

PðauxÞrs ½2ðpqjrsÞ � ðpsjrqÞ�; ð5Þ

where Êpq is the unitary group generator, NMM and q

are the number and partial charges of MM atoms, and

P
ðauxÞ
pq ¼

Paux
a
n0aApaAqa is the density matrix of the auxiliary

orbitals with the occupation numbers n0a (see details in

ref. 32 and 33). The Hamiltonian matrix is spanned by the

union of the active hybrid orbitals and the basis functions in

the pure QM region. Similarly, the Fock operator of the GHO

scheme is

F̂GHO = F̂QM + ĤQM–MM. (6)

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the active and auxiliary orbitals in

the GHO method.
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Note that the present expressions differ from those of our

previous papers, in which the contribution of the auxiliary

orbitals is included in the density matrix for the Fock assembly.

The RHF energy in the GHO scheme is given by

E(HF)
GHO = 1

2
tr[PQM(hGHO+fGHO)] + EMM, (7)

where PQM is the density matrix of the pure QM region, hGHO

is the one electronic part of ĤGHO, and EMM is the sum of the

classical bonded interaction and nonbonded van der Waals

energies including at least one MM atom.

We apply the GHO scheme to CC2 and CC2 linear response

calculations, and we briefly summarize our implementation of

CC2 and CC2 linear response in the GHO scheme. For details

of CC2 and CC2 linear response, refer to ref. 35–38.

First, we show our implementation using the ground state

CC2 method. By substituting the Fock operator and the

Hamiltonian in the equations for the conventional gas phase

CC2 originally derived by Christiansen et al.,36 we express the

CC2 energy,

E
ðCC2Þ
GHO ¼ hCHFj �̂HGHOðT̂1 þ T̂2ÞjCHFi; ð8Þ

and single and double amplitude equations in the GHO

scheme as

hm1j �̂HGHO þ ½ �̂HGHO; T̂2�jCHFi ¼ 0 ð9Þ

and

hm2j �̂HGHO þ ½F̂GHO; T̂2�jCHFi ¼ 0; ð10Þ

respectively, where T is the cluster operator, and �̂HGHO is the

T̂1 transformed Hamiltonian,

�̂HGHO ¼ expð�T̂1ÞĤGHO expðT̂1Þ: ð11Þ

The cluster amplitude equation for the single excitation is

identical to the CCSD case, while �̂H in the commutator is

replaced by F̂. This leads to a large reduction in computation

in CC2.

Next, we show our implementation to calculate excitation

energies and oscillator strengths using the CC2 model in the

GHO scheme. For excited state calculations, linear response

functions of the GHO scheme are necessary. The response

theories for exact states and CC models are obtained employing

the quasienergy approach of Sasagane et al.51 For details and

derivation of the exact state and CC response functions, refer

to ref. 35. Substituting the Hamiltonian and the Fock operator

of eqn (2) and (4) in the quasienergy Lagrangian of the

conventional gas phase CC2, which was derived by Christiansen

et al.,35 the CC2 Lagrangian in the GHO scheme can be

obtained. The response function is derived as the derivatives

of the quasienergy.

The poles and residues of the linear response function

determine the excitation energies and transition moments.

Thus, the electronic excitation energies of are obtained as

eigenvalues of the asymmetric CC2 Jacobian A as

ARf = ofR
f, (12)

and

Lf
A = Lfof, (13)

where R and L correspond to the right- and left-hand side

eigenvectors. These eigenvectors are chosen to be biorthogonal

such that

LfRg = dfg. (14)

From the residues of the linear response function, the

transition strengths can be obtained from

S0f
XY = 1

2
(TX

0fT
Y
f0 + (TX

0fT
Y
f0)*), (15)

where

TY
f0 = LfxY, (16)

and

TY
0f = ZYRf + �Mf(of)x

Y. (17)

The vector �Mf(of) introduced in eqn (15) is defined as

�Mf(of)(of1+A)+FRf = 0. (18)

Matrices CC2 Jacobian A and F, and vectors ZY and xY, in the

GHO scheme are described as

A¼ hm1j½ �̂HGHOþ½ �̂HGHO; T̂2�; t̂n1 �jCHFi hm1j½ �̂HGHO; t̂n2 �jCHFi
hm2j½ �̂HGHO; t̂n1 �jCHFi dmnom2

" #
;

ð19Þ

ZY = ((hCHF|+h�t1|)[Ŷ,t̂n1]|CHFi
+ h�t2|[Ŷ + [Ŷ,T̂2],t̂n1] (h�t1| + h�t1|[Ŷ,t̂n2])) (21)

and

xY ¼ hm1jŶ þ ½Ŷ ; T̂2�jCHFi
hm2jŶ þ ½Ŷ ; T̂2�jCHFi

� �
; ð22Þ

respectively.

Operator Ŷ corresponds to a perturbation oscillating with

frequency oy, and t̂ is the excitation operator. In eqn (21) and

(22), the zero-order Lagrangian multipliers �t were introduced.

These multipliers,

h�tij ¼
X
mi

�tmi hmij; ð23Þ

can be obtained from the equation

�tA+Z = 0. (24)

F ¼
ðhCHFj þ h�t1j þ h�t2jÞ½½ �̂HGHO; t̂m1 �; t̂n1 �jCHFi h�t1j½½ �̂HGHO; t̂m1 �; t̂n2 �jCHFi

h�t1j½½ �̂HGHO; t̂m2 �; t̂n1 �jCHFi 0

2
4

3
5; ð20Þ
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All CC2 methods were newly implemented in the GELLAN

program.52

3. Electronic excited states of aromatic amino

acids

First, we performed calculations to assess the accuracy of the

GHO scheme at the CC2 level. For critical assessments,

we need to focus on the errors originating only from our

model. To reduce the effect of errors from outside our

implementation, test calculations using small molecules are

effective because the molecules can be fully optimized at the

QM level and our excited state calculations can be compared

with full QM results. Furthermore, it is necessary to reduce

errors in the QM/MM calculations that arise from classical

force fields. Amino acids are the smallest units of proteins on

which we can perform full QM calculations and upon

which the classical force fields have been studied intensively.

Rocha-Rinza et al. performed critical assessments of their

calculation of the excited state of photoactive yellow protein

by comparing full QM and QM/MM.53 Among the amino

acids, the excited states of aromatic amino acids have drawn a

great deal of interest. In particular, the fluorescence spectra of

tryptophan have been utilized to explore the secondary

structures of proteins.54 Thus, aromatic amino acids are the

best systems for our assessment.

We calculated the vertical excitation energies of the first

singlet excited states of the aromatic amino acids phenylalanine,

tyrosine, and tryptophan in the gas phase. In the gas phase, the

amino acids do not form zwitterions, so we created dipeptides

by acetylating theN-terminus andN-methylating theC-terminus.

The molecular formulae of the studied systems are depicted in

Fig. 2. The geometries were optimized at the MP2 level.

The vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths were

calculated at the CC2 linear response level of theory. All

calculations were performed using the cc-pVDZ basis set.55

CHARMM27 force fields56 were used in the GHO calculations,

and all of the excited state calculations were performed using

the GELLAN program.53

For the full QM CC2 calculations on the three amino acids,

the calculated excitation energies and oscillator strengths are

listed in Table 1. The first singlet excitation energy of phenyl-

alanine is the largest, and the excitation energy of tyrosine is

the second largest. The oscillator strength of phenylalanine is

small compared with other amino acids. The oscillator

strength of tryptophan is the largest among the amino acids.

The first singlet excited states of the three molecules have a

p - p* character with a dominant configuration of HOMO

(highest occupied molecular orbital) - LUMO (lowest

unoccupied molecular orbital) transition. The HOMO and

LUMO of phenylalanine calculated at full QM CC2 are shown

in Fig. 3. Both HOMO and LUMO orbitals are localized at

the aromatic ring. Next, we tested the performance of the

GHO scheme at the CC2 level for the calculation of excited

states. Two different partitionings of the QM and MM regions

were carried out. In the first partitioning, denoted by 1-A

hereafter, we set the boundary atom at Cb and included the

aromatic ring in the QM region. In the second partitioning,

denoted by 1-B hereafter, we set the boundary atom at Ca and

enlarged the QM region compared with the first partitioning.

An example of the partitioning in phenylalanine is illustrated

in Fig. 4.

The calculated results for 1-B agree well with the full

QM calculation. The first singlet excitation energies using

partitioning 1-B were 5.28, 5.01, and 4.91 eV for phenylalanine,

tyrosine, and tryptophan, respectively. The excitation energy

of phenylalanine was the largest among the amino acids, as in

the full quantum CC2 calculation, while the excitation energy

of tryptophan was the smallest. The oscillator strength in the

calculation of phenylalanine with partitioning 1-B was small

compared with other amino acids. The excitation energy

agreed with the full QM CC2 results within 0.04 eV. The

oscillator strengths showed the same trend as in the full CC2

calculations.

On the other hand, the agreement between our calculations

using partitioning 1-A and the full quantum CC2 calculations

deteriorated for the excitation energy of phenylalanine and the

oscillator strengths of phenylalanine and tyrosine. The excitation

energy of the first singlet excited state of phenylalanine was

Fig. 2 Molecular formulas of aromatic amino acids: (a) phenylalanine, (b) tyrosine, and (c) tryptophan.

Table 1 The first singlet excitation energies (eV) and oscillator
strengths of aromatic peptides

1-A 1-B Full QM CC2

Phenylalanine 5.40 (0.0021) 5.28 (0.0001) 5.24 (0.0004)
Tyrosine 5.00 (0.0462) 5.01 (0.0282) 4.97 (0.0293)
Tryptophan 4.86 (0.0347) 4.91 (0.0332) 4.89 (0.0377)

Oscillator strengths are shown in parentheses.

Fig. 3 Molecular orbitals of phenylalanine calculated using a full

QM calculation: (a) HOMO and (b) LUMO.
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overestimated by 0.16 eV using partitioning 1-A compared

with the full quantum CC2 calculation. The oscillator strength

in calculations using partitioning 1-A was overestimated for

tyrosine. The calculation error in 1-A partitioning can be

explained by the HOMO p orbitals obtained from the full

QM calculation. Although the p electrons are mostly localized

on the aromatic ring, there exist nonnegligible influences on

the Cb atom. Thus, the –CH2– group including the Cb atom

must be included in the QM region. The calculation using 1-B

partitioning suggests that our model is accurate, but at the

same time, the results using 1-A warn us to partition the QM

and MM regions carefully.

4. Excited state of bacteriorhodopsin

The photoreaction of the retinal chromophore of bR found in

Halobacterium salinarum establishes an electrochemical gradient

across the membrane and activates the proton pump. The

isomerization of the chromophore from all-trans retinal to the

13-cis form occurs in the excited state. Thus, numerous studies

of the excited state of bR, both experimental and theoretical,

have been reported.57–65 This well-characterized photoreceptor is

a good system for assessment of GHO at the CC2 level

because of the extensive data available. Now, we test our

scheme with calculations on a real biomolecule.

In bR, the chromophore all-trans retinal is covalently

bonded to the opsin via Lys216 and forms a protonated Schiff

base (PSB). The counterion of this Schiff base, the side chain

of Asp85, is located near the nitrogen atom of the Schiff base.

The water molecule, Wat402, plays a role as a bridge and

forms hydrogen bonds with the PSB and Asp85. The importance

of the quantum effects of the atoms in these regions has been

suggested by Fujimoto et al.62

To elucidate the contribution of these regions to the

excitation energy of the first singlet excited state, a QM/MM

calculation was performed on bR employing three different

partitionings. The QM region of each partitioning is depicted

in Fig. 5. The calculation using the first partitioning, denoted

by 2-A hereafter, includes the chromophore all-trans retinal

PSB, the side chain of the Asp85 residue, and the water

molecule Wat402, in the QM region. In this partitioning, there

are two boundary atoms, the Cd atom of Lys216 and the Ca

atom of Asp85. The calculation using the second partitioning,

denoted by 2-B hereafter, removes the side chain of the Asp85

residue from the QM region in the first partitioning. The

calculation using the third partitioning, denoted by 2-C

hereafter, removes Wat402 from the QM region in the second

partitioning. Thus, only the all-trans retinal PSB moiety is

included in the QM region. We follow the same approach to

partitioning the QM region as Fujimoto et al.62 Next, we

removed all of the partial charges of the opsin from the third

partitioning, denoted by 2-D hereafter, and employed the

conventional CC2 method for the retinal Schiff base. Finally,

we calculated the gas phase all-trans retinal PSB using

conventional gas phase CC2.

We calculated the excitation energy and oscillator strength

to the first singlet excited state of bR. For comparison, we

calculated the isolated all-trans retinal PSB in the gas phase as

well. Protein data bank (PDB) structure 1C3W66 was selected

for the structure of bR. Hydrogen atoms were added to the

structure obtained from the PDB using the CHARMM67

program. The system was solvated in a TIP3P water box

(70 � 80 � 90 Å), and we added 150 mM NaCl to neutralize

the total charge of the system. The hydrogen atoms were

relaxed with other atoms fixed using a 50 ps classical molecular

dynamics simulation of the NVT ensemble at 310 K preceded

by a 1000 step minimization run. The NAMD68 program was

employed for these classical simulations. QM/MM minimization

using the adopted basis Newton–Raphson method at the

density functional theory B3LYP69–71 level with the

6-31G**72 basis set was performed to obtain a stable snapshot

structure. To keep the structure as close as possible to the PDB

structure, we performed geometry optimization for QM and

MM atoms close to the QM region and fixed atoms located

Fig. 4 Two different partitionings for the GHO calculation on

phenylalanine: (a) 1-A and (b) 1-B.

Fig. 5 Three different partitionings for the GHO calculation on bR: (a) partitioning 2-A including the all-trans protonated Schiff base, Wat402,

and Asp85 in the QM region, (b) partitioning 2-B including the all-trans protonated Schiff base and Wat402 in the QM region, and (c) partitioning

2-C including the all-trans protonated Schiff base in the QM region.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1039/c1cp20438f
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more than 15 Å away from the all-trans retinal PSB center of

mass. For the QM/MM simulation, the force fields from

CHARMM27 and TIP3P73 were used for the protein and

water molecules, respectively. For retinal, the chromophore of

bR, the parameters were taken from previous works on the

rhodopsin family.74–78 The CHARMM and Q-CHEM79

programs were employed in this minimization. GHO at the

CC2 level with the cc-pVDZ basis set was used to calculate

the vertical excitation energy and oscillator strength. The

excited state calculations were performed using the GELLAN

program.

The molecular formula and atom indices are illustrated in

Fig. 6. The C–C bond lengths of the all-trans retinal PSB were

optimized in the gas phase, and the corresponding bond

lengths in bR are illustrated in Fig. 7. The gas phase structure

has a tendency toward strong bond alternation compared with

the bR case, but otherwise the difference between the two

structures was found to be small.

The results for the all-trans retinal PSB and bR are shown in

Table 2. The first singlet excited state for these systems was

found to have p - p* character with a HOMO - LUMO

dominant transition. The HOMO and LUMO of the all-trans

retinal PSB are depicted in Fig. 8. First, we obtained the

vertical excitation energy of the all-trans retinal PSB optimized

in the gas phase. The CC2 excitation energy was 2.14 eV in the

gas phase. Our theoretical value lies 0.14 eV above the experi-

mental data observed in the gas phase.80 For bR, the CC2

vertical excitation energy of 2.37 eV using the largest QM

partitioning, 2-A, agrees well with the experimental data.60

The GHO–CC2 excitation energy of bR was 0.19 eV above the

experimental value of 2.18 eV. The difference in vertical

excitation energies between the gas phase and bR with the

2-A partitioning is 0.23 eV, which agrees with the observed

peak difference of 0.18 eV in the absorption spectra. The

accuracy of the environmental shift using GHO–CC2 shows

that the present GHO–CC2 is very promising.

Finally, we briefly discuss the contribution to the environ-

mental shift. The difference in the shift between 2-A and 2-B is

the quantum effect of the side chain in residue Asp85, and that

between 2-B and 2-C is the effect of Wat402. The difference

between these calculations is very small, and the contribution

to the excitation energy of the quantum effect among the

counterions and water is negligible. The difference between

2-C and 2-D arises from the electrostatic interaction between

the chromophore and the opsin. The difference of 0.25 eV

between these partitionings represents a large blue shift in the

excitation energy from the gas phase to bR. Finally, the

difference between the 2-D and gas phase calculation

originates from the geometry distortion in bR, yet the difference

was very small and negligible. Thus, we conclude that the main

contribution to the excitation energy is the quantum effect of

the chromophore and the environmental effect of the opsin.

On the other hand, the oscillator strengths showed different

tendencies. The differences in these values among different

partitionings showed similar values. The largest difference was

found between the gas-phase optimized all-trans retinal and

partitioning 2-D, which is the distortion effect of the all-trans

retinal structure. In our calculations, we found that the

geometry distortion of the oscillator strength shift between

the gas phase retinal PSB and bR had the largest contribution.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a new implementation of CC2

linear response theory for excited states in conjunction with

the GHO QM/MM method, which was implemented into the

GELLAN program. The method was applied to the excited

states of three aromatic amino acids, phenylalanine, tyrosine,

and tryptophan, and also to bR for assessment. Overall, our

new implementation showed quantitatively reliable results.

We calculated the excitation energies of aromatic amino

acids obtained from our implementation and compared them

Fig. 6 Molecular formula of the all-trans retinal protonated Schiff

base.

Fig. 7 Bond lengths of the all-trans retinal protonated Schiff base and

bR in the polyene chain region. The red line indicates the gas-phase

optimized all-trans retinal protonated Schiff base, and the blue line

indicates bR.

Table 2 The first singlet p - p* excitation energies (eV) and
oscillator strengths of bR and the all-trans retinal protonated Schiff
base

Calculation Experiment

2-A (GHO–CC2) 2.37 (2.157) 2.18a

2-B (GHO–CC2) 2.40 (2.163)
2-C (GHO–CC2) 2.39 (2.184)
2-D (Conventional CC2) 2.12 (2.189)
All-trans retinal PSB 2.14 (1.868) 2.00b

(Conventional CC2)

Oscillator strengths are shown in parentheses. a Ref. 55. b Ref. 75.

Fig. 8 Molecular orbitals of all-trans retinal: (a) HOMO and (b)

LUMO.
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with full QM CC2 results. The excitation energies of the first

singlet excited states agreed with the full quantum calculation

within 0.04 eV. The results also showed that partitioning of the

QM and MM regions must be done carefully. The calculated

results for bR agreed well with the experimental data. The

environmental shifts in the excitation energy for the first singlet

excited states are explained utilizing our implementation. The

new implementation provides an accurate calculation of the

environmental shift between the gas phase all-trans retinal

PSB and bR. The main contribution to the shift was found to

be the electrostatic contribution from the opsin.

In this article, we focused on QM/MM excited state

calculations and assessments for our newly implemented

method. For accurate QM/MM excited state calculation, we

need further investigation of our new implementation. First,

the basis set effect of excited state calculation using larger basis

sets is necessary. Second, the effect of introducing of polarizable

potential, which is introduced in many studies such as in

ref. 65, may also be important. Moreover, we used one snapshot

structure for excitation energy calculations. Next, we aim to

combine this scheme with molecular simulation to introduce

the stochastic nature of the excited states in biomolecules.

Furthermore, the inclusion of solvation effects in terms of

integral equation theories81,82 is within the scope of this

formalism. We plan to proceed to these subjects in the near

future.
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